Current approaches to enhance CNS delivery of drugs across the brain barriers
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Abstract: Although many agents have therapeutic potentials for central nervous system (CNS) diseases, few of these agents have been clinically used because of the brain barriers. As the protective barrier of the CNS, the blood–brain barrier and the blood–cerebrospinal fluid barrier maintain the brain microenvironment, neuronal activity, and proper functioning of the CNS. Different strategies for efficient CNS delivery have been studied. This article reviews the current approaches to open or facilitate penetration across these barriers for enhanced drug delivery to the CNS. These approaches are summarized into three broad categories: noninvasive, invasive, and miscellaneous techniques. The progresses made using these approaches are reviewed, and the associated mechanisms and problems are discussed.
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Introduction

Systemic drug treatment of neurological diseases, such as brain tumors, inborn metabolic errors (eg, lysosomal storage diseases), and infectious and neurodegenerative diseases, is a daunting challenge due to the unique protective barriers of the central nervous system (CNS).¹,² Such innate barriers, mainly the blood–brain barrier (BBB) and the blood–cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) barrier (BCSFB), not only play a critical role in protecting the CNS against toxic and infectious agents while maintaining the ionic and volumetric environments, but also create an obstacle for effective systemic drug delivery to the CNS. The BBB consists of the tight junctions (TJs) of capillary endothelial cells on one side and the foot processes of astrocytes on the other side, whereas the BCSFB is formed by the TJs of choroid plexus cells surrounding the microvascular endothelium with intracellular gap and fenestration (Figure 1). Although the BBB and BCSFB exert different principal functions in terms of the structural difference,³,⁴ they both participate in controlling the transfer of molecules between the blood and brain parenchyma or CSF.

Under the physiological condition, circulating molecules can only gain access to brain or CSF via a transcellular route through the capillary endothelial cells or choroid plexus cells by either passive or active transport or both. Free diffusion is the main passive pathway. Generally, only lipid soluble (lipophilic) molecules with a molecular mass under 400–600 Da can go through the cells with TJs. Other molecules may hurdle via certain endogenous transport systems of the cells mostly through carrier-mediated transport,⁵ receptor-mediated transport, or absorptive-mediated transport.⁶ With these transport systems, essential nutrients including amino acids, glucose, carboxylic acids, and...
nucleosides can diffuse into the brain. The receptor-mediated transport mechanism facilitates transport of macromolecules conjugated with surface receptor ligands such as transferrin, lactoferrin, and insulin. Absorptive-mediated transport is a type of endocytosis induced by the substance with cationized ligands or peptides such as albumin (Figure 2).

Active transport is the movement of all types of molecules across a cell membrane against its concentration gradient with cellular energy consumption (eg, adenosine triphosphate). Active transport can accumulate high concentrations of molecules in the cell, in which the transporters such as P-glycoprotein, multidrug-resistant protein, multidrug-resistance-associated protein, system L-transporters, organic anion transporter, organic cation transporter, monocarboxylate transport system, concentrative nucleoside transporter, equilibrative nucleoside transporter, and peptide transport system-1 may participate.7–11

Considering special cellular structures of protective barriers, CNS drug discovery has to merge drug design or modification with the development of efficient delivery systems. Drug access directly into the brain has been extensively investigated during the last decade and has made marked progress recently. In this review, we integrate the current findings in the field of CNS delivery of drugs. The mechanisms and issues involved in these strategies are also discussed.

Current approaches for enhanced drug delivery to the CNS

As shown in Table 1, many factors can affect the transport of therapeutics across the BBB and the BCSFB.
Generally, most therapeutics of CNS diseases in conventional administration enter the CNS via the systemic blood circulation. To reach effective drug concentrations at the CNS disease sites, it is necessary to raise the systemic drug levels by substantially enhanced dose or extended administration. This often significantly increases the risk of systemic toxicity. Therefore, researchers look for more ways to transfer therapeutic agents into the CNS without the need for increasing the systemic levels of these agents. Until now, three broad categories – noninvasive, invasive, and miscellaneous techniques – have been developed to enhance drug delivery to the CNS (Figure 3).

**Table 1 Factors affecting the therapeutics across the BBB and the BCSFB**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physiochemical properties of the drugs</th>
<th>Biopharmaceutic and pharmacokinetic factors</th>
<th>Dosage form factors</th>
<th>Biological factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lipophilicity</td>
<td>Systemic absorption</td>
<td>Preparation, formulation and additional agents</td>
<td>Physiological characteristics of the site of administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular weight</td>
<td>Membrane transport</td>
<td>Concentration gradient of drug/polymer</td>
<td>Cerebral blood flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular charge</td>
<td>Affinity for receptors, efflux proteins (eg, P-g-p) and carriers</td>
<td>Particle size, flexibility, and permeability</td>
<td>Pathological status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical structure</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>Dissolution rate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical conformation</td>
<td>Metabolism mechanism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymorph</td>
<td>Clearanee rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** BBB, blood–brain barrier; BCSFB, blood–cerebrospinal fluid barrier; P-g-p, p-glycoprotein.

**Figure 3** Current approaches for CNS drug delivery.
**Abbreviation:** CNS, central nervous system.
Noninvasive techniques

Chemical approaches

Chemical approaches rely on chemical structure transformation of drugs to improve their unsatisfactory physicochemical properties (such as solubility or membrane penetration) and therefore change their functionalities.

Lipophilic analogs

Since lipid solubility is a key factor in passive diffusion into the BBB, chemical modification of the drug itself into a more lipophilic form (lipidization) has been pursued. In lipidization, lipid groups are added to the polar ends of drug molecules to assemble into lipophilic analogs, which have better cerebrovascular permeability than the original drug. According to previous studies, lipophilic analogs with log P (P: octanol-water partition coefficient) value in the range of 1.5–2.5 have good CNS permeability. A lot of acid-containing drugs have been explored by such approaches.

The main limitations of lipophilic analogs include low selectivity of drug molecules and poor tissue distribution. In addition, the lipidization strategy requires modification of lipid-like molecules into the hydrophilic part of the drug structure. Passive diffusion is generally considered as the main mechanism across the BBB for lipophilic molecules. However, the volume of distribution is generally enhanced with the lipidization of molecules, particularly when these molecules can bind plasma proteins in blood circulation. In addition, lipophilic analogs can affect the rate of oxidative metabolism by cytochrome P-450 enzymes and other enzymes. So the advantages of lipophilic analogs for brain delivery might be offset by the change of drug pharmacokinetic parameters.

Prodrugs

Prodrugs are defined as compounds that, on administration, must undergo chemical conversion by metabolic processes before becoming an active pharmacological agent (Figure 4). With chemical modification, the prodrug method is used to make a drug more lipophilic. For example, morphine cannot enter the CNS by itself. After latentiation via acetylation of both hydroxyl groups, morphine can easily traverse the BBB and reach an effective concentration in brain.

However, care should be taken before using the prodrug method because some prodrug molecules may alter the original tissue distribution, and the efficacy and toxicity of the parent drug.

Chemical drug delivery system

The chemical drug delivery system (CDS) term was first introduced by Bodor. Different from the prodrug approach, a CDS typically requires only a single activation step. However, more and more sophisticated prodrugs nowadays are activated in multiple steps.

![Figure 4 Illustration of the prodrug approach.](image-url)
Three types of CDS have been most investigated: 1) enzymatic physicochemical CDS, 2) site-specific enzyme-activated CDS, and 3) receptor-based CDS. As shown in Figure 5, 1,4-dihydro-N-methylnicotinic acid (dihydrotrigonelline) is a commonly used lipophilic targetor moiety that can increase the brain distribution of a wide variety of drugs.14–19

**Molecular packaging**

To enhance penetration of peptides through the BBB, the “molecular packaging” strategy has been developed. With molecular packaging, three goals can be simultaneously accomplished for enhanced BBB penetration: 1) increased lipophilicity to enhance passive transport, 2) prevention of premature degradation by increasing enzymatic stability, and 3) exploitation of the lock-in mechanism to provide targeting. In molecular packaging, the peptide unit is a part of a bulky molecule, dominated by the groups that prevent recognition by peptidases and direct BBB penetration.4

Some peptide drugs, such as DADLE (Tyr-D-Ala-Gly-Phe-D-Leu) and thyrotropin-releasing hormone,20,21 have been reported using the molecular packaging strategy for brain delivery.

**Biological approaches**

Biological approaches of drug CNS delivery primarily emanate from the understanding of the physiological and anatomical nuances of the BBB transportation.

**Receptor/vector-mediated delivery of chimeric peptides**

The receptor/vector-mediated delivery of chimeric peptides strategy is based on using the coupling of a non-transportable peptide pharmaceutical to a transportable peptide or protein, which undergoes receptor-mediated or absorptive-mediated transcytosis through the BBB.22

Endocytosis can be triggered after binding of the vector to its receptor on the luminal surface of brain capillary endothelial cells. Following transport of the peptide across the cells and exocytosis at the abluminal plasma membrane, the peptide is released into brain interstitial space. Enzymatic cleavage may occur at the cleavage linkage between the vector and the drug to release the pharmacologically active moiety of the chimeric peptide. A most recent finding indicated that the efficiency of receptor-mediated transcytosis across the BBB can be manipulated by tuning the nanoparticle (NP) avidity to the targeted receptor.23 In Wiley et al’s study using gold NPs decorated with transferrin,24 it was found that the brain accumulation of the NPs was dependent on transferrin level. NPs decorated with a high level of transferrin molecules remain strongly attached to the brain endothelial cells without strong transcytosis, whereas those with less transferrin are able to interact with the transferrin receptors on the luminal side of the BBB and detach at the brain side to reach the brain parenchyma tissues. This study indicates that proper optimization of the avidity

---

**Figure 5** Illustration of 1,4-dihydrotrigonelline system.  
**Abbreviations:** NAD+, ionized NADH; NADH, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide.
is essential to achieve efficient BBB transcytosis using the receptor-mediated mechanism.

Cell-penetrating peptide (CPP)-mediated drug delivery

Another technique involves the use of CPPs to enhance the CNS delivery.\(^{25}\) CPPs contain a sequence of highly basic amino acids which confer a positive charge on the peptide. They interact with the cell surface via a receptor independent mechanism. Furthermore, CPPs can transport the molecules that are tagged to them across the cell membrane, into the cytoplasm and to the nucleus,\(^{26,27}\) and this effect is independent of the cell type.

The most frequently studied peptides include HIV-1 (human immunodeficiency virus [HIV] type 1) trans-activating transcriptional activator (TAT) peptide, herpes simplex virus (HSV) type-1 transcription factor (HSV VP-22) peptide, antennapedia, and penetratin.\(^{28}\) TAT, particularly, is the most studied one. HIV-TAT peptide was discovered in 1988, when researchers observed that TAT protein is able to migrate from the quiescently infected cells that produce this protein to the uninfected cells and initiate viral replication. TAT protein contains the sequence known as protein transduction domain that is responsible for this translocation.

TAT peptide is a relatively small polypeptide of 86 amino acids with a cysteine rich region.\(^{29}\) The basic region of TAT peptide consisting of two lysine and six arginine residues is essential for efficient cellular uptake.\(^{29}\) It has been observed that TAT peptide permeates the cell membrane in a receptor and transporter-independent mechanism. TAT peptide can permeabilize the cell by forming an inverted micelle, by destabilizing the phospholipid bilayer, by interacting with the negatively charged phospholipids of plasma membrane.\(^{30}\)

Endocytosis and macroinocytosis are the two primary mechanisms that have been proposed to explain the cellular uptake of TAT peptide. The main benefit of TAT coupling is that, along with efficient delivery of molecules, biological activity of the coupled molecule is preserved. In addition, the size of the molecule being transported is generally not a rate-limiting factor. TAT conjugation was employed to facilitate the delivery of biomacromolecules across the BBB.\(^{31}\)

Viral vectors

Viral vectors have become a valuable tool for gene delivery at specific site(s) in the brain. Different strategies are employed to deliver genes to the brain and enhance their distribution. One of the strategies is to inject the viral vectors directly into the cerebral lateral ventricles. By this method, virus will be delivered throughout the CNS.\(^{32}\) Another strategy is to inject at multiple sites to cover a large volume. Agents such as mannitol\(^{33}\) and heparin\(^{34}\) have also been tested to promote the distribution of vectors.

To date, a number of virus classes have been studied as vectors for gene CNS delivery.\(^{35}\) These include HSV,\(^{36}\) lentivirus,\(^{37}\) retrovirus,\(^{38}\) recombinant AAV (adeno-associated virus),\(^{39}\) simian virus 40,\(^{40,41}\) and helper-dependent adenovirus.\(^{42}\)

Moreover, hybrid viral vectors have been constructed to incorporate different viral elements with particular features in order to achieve reproducibility and stable gene delivery to the brain. Various types of vectors have been constructed by utilizing the combination of two or more viral elements or gene sources. Examples include HSV/AAV hybrid amplicon vectors,\(^{43}\) HSV/Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and HSV/EBV/retrovirus hybrid amplicon vectors,\(^{44}\) adenovirus/AAV hybrid vectors,\(^{45}\) and adeno virus/retrovirus hybrid vectors.\(^{46}\)

Although viral vectors have generally demonstrated satisfactory efficiency for CNS delivery, they are associated with several problems such as unwanted deleterious immune response, changes in the properties of delivered virus due to endogenous recombination, and mutagenic behavior leading to oncogenesis.\(^{35}\) It is highly advisable for the researchers to weigh the risks against the benefits before choosing this class of delivery system.

Colloidal drug carriers

A colloid is a suspension of microscopically dispersed particles or droplets that typically have a diameter of between 1 and 1,000 nm.\(^{47}\) The extensively studied colloidal drug carriers are NPs, micelles, liposomes, emulsions, and dendrimers. Many of these nanomedicines can be effectively transported across various in vitro and in vivo BBB models by endocytosis and/or transcytosis, and have demonstrated early preclinical success for the management of CNS conditions such as brain tumors, HIV encephalopathy, Alzheimer’s disease, and acute ischemic stroke.\(^{38}\) Particle size, surface affinity, and stability in circulation are the important factors influencing the brain distribution of colloidal particles.\(^{39}\)

In addition, the brain delivery of colloidal drug carriers can be further enhanced by conjugation to specific targeting agents. Targeted delivery methods independent of the ligand–receptor interactions on the cell surface are currently being used for brain delivery of drugs.

Micelles and microemulsions

Micelles and microemulsions have demonstrated great promise as intracellular drug delivery systems.
Theoretically, natural polymer and synthetic polymer materials can be used to prepare micelles and microemulsions. Currently, polymeric micelles, which are the most investigated, usually have a hydrophobic polymer core (eg, poly(propylene glycol), poly(D,L-lactide), and poly(caprolactone)) and a shell of hydrophilic polymer blocks (eg, poly(ethylene glycol) [PEG]). The self-assembly method is the most used preparation for polymeric micelles. Pluronic block copolymer micelles can inhibit drug efflux transporters and enhance drug transport to the CNS. Furthermore, pluronic inhibits the P-glycoprotein efflux transporters widely expressed on the BBB and do not demonstrate any toxicity to the BBB.

Some newer micelle systems directly conjugate the drug molecule and targeting moiety to the amphiphilic portion. For instance, transferrin-modified cyclo-(Arg-Gly-Asp-d-Phe-Lys)-paclitaxel conjugate-loaded micelle was studied by Zhang et al. They demonstrated enhanced uptake by the brain microvascular endothelial cells in vitro as well as prolonged drug retention in glioma tumor in vivo. No significant toxicity was observed. The small size and versatility of micelles clearly make this class of delivery system a promising choice for brain delivery.

The microemulsion concept was introduced as early as the 1940s by Hoar and Schulman who generated a clear single-phase solution by titrating a milky emulsion with hexanol. A microemulsion is defined as a system of water, oil, and amphiphile, which is a single optically isotropic and thermodynamically stable liquid solution. Surfactant molecules that stabilize microemulsions are usually the same as those that form micelles. With high loading capacity and good penetration ability, this nanoscale system is appealing to pharmaceutical scientists. In addition, microemulsion can deliver drug molecules via a wide range of administration routes such as oral, nasal, parenteral, pulmonary, and ocular delivery. It is noticeable from the literature that there has recently been a significant increase in the number of scientific articles describing the use of block copolymer microemulsion for CNS delivery. Mechanistically, the dynamics associated with such systems have much in common with the conventional microemulsion stabilized by non-polymeric surfactants.

**Liposomes**

Liposomes are lipid vesicles consisting of either one or more phospholipid bilayers. They consist of an aqueous core for encapsulation of hydrophilic drugs, while amphiphilic and lipophilic drugs can be solubilized within the phospholipid bilayer. Conventional liposomes are characterized by lower plasma circulation times as a result of elimination by the reticuloendothelial system. Extended circulation time can be achieved by decreasing the particle size (<100 nm) or by modification of the liposome surface with PEG (ie, stealth liposomes).

Surface-modification methods have also been studied to increase the brain distribution for loaded liposomes. Transferrin receptor is a targeting ligand which is overexpressed on the surface of many tumor cells. Hatakeyama et al found that transferrin-modified liposomes less than 80 nm have the ability to target the brain. Glucose is an essential nutritional substance for brain function sustenance, which cannot be synthesized by the brain. Its transport primarily depends on the glucose transporters on the brain capillary endothelial cells. Xie et al showed that the glucose-modified liposomes GLU1000-LIP exhibit a strong brain delivery capacity.

The TAT peptide is another modified targeting ligand which can be used to enhance the CNS delivery. The TAT conjugation ensured that BBB absorption was mediated by transport mechanisms other than transcytosis, in addition to having the ability to bypass the efflux mechanism of various transport proteins in the BBB.

However, there has always been a concern about delivering highly active agents across the BBB to healthy, noncancerous tissues in the brain in a nonspecific manner, especially for the chemotherapeutics. Most recently, Gao et al developed a dual-targeting liposomal formulation to tackle this issue. Liposomes encapsulating doxorubicin were conjugated with both transferrin and folate, with one to improve BBB transcytosis and the other molecule to enhance the specificity for the cancer cells in the brain. The dual-targeting doxorubicin liposomes were found capable of improving the therapeutic efficacy of brain glioma and were less toxic than the free-drug solution. This study demonstrates the key strength of liposomes (ie, the ease of surface modification).

**NPs (nanospheres and nanocapsules)**

NPs can be divided into two classes: nanocapsules (core-shell structure) and nanospheres (matrix structure). Currently, NPs are gaining wide interest as carriers for the CNS delivery of various therapeutic agents including protease inhibitors. This is because NPs offer more stability to the encapsulated drug in biological fluids and against enzymatic metabolism as compared with other colloidal systems such as liposomes or micelles. Drugs that have been successfully reported in brain delivery using NPs include loperamide, tubocurarine,
and doxorubicin. By encapsulating the drug within NPs, efflux of the drug can be minimized, thus facilitating its CNS entry.

Several general categories of NPs have been used in drug delivery. Polymeric NPs consist of non-soluble polymers that are often biodegradable. As a result they can release the entrapped drugs as the polymer degrades or by passive diffusion of the drug from the polymeric core. Among a wide range of polymers, polylactide homopolymers (polylactic acid) and poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) are two well known classes of polymers approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for human use. Development of NPs formulated from polylactic acid and PLGA offers several advantages for CNS delivery of therapeutic agents. These polymers are biodegradable, biocompatible, and their NPs do not induce any inflammatory response after injection. In addition, their degradation products (ie, glycolic acid and lactic acid) are eventually converted to carbon dioxide and water through the Kreb’s cycle and finally eliminated. Furthermore, a wide variety of hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs can be entrapped within their matrix, along with the ability to release the entrapped drug in a sustained manner for several weeks. However, although these NPs can permeate the BBB, their transport efficiency is not high enough to result in therapeutic effects in the CNS.

Therefore, functionalizing the NPs by surface modification and conjugation with transporters of the BBB has been proposed to enhance their transport efficiency into the brain.

Surface modification of NPs includes surfactant modification and antibody modification. The antibody modification approach is to modify the surface of the NPs with an antibody that is particularly specific for the brain (eg, the OX26 antibody and the transferrin receptor). With receptor-mediated endocytosis, antibody-conjugated NPs are most promising tools for CNS targeting because of their capacity for specific binding. For instance, antibodies targeted to transferrin and insulin receptors can act as transporters across the BBB and deposit the drug molecules via receptor-mediated endocytosis. From reported researches, chemotherapeutic drugs like methotrexate and proteins like basic fibroblast growth factor, nerve growth factor, and brain-derived neurotrophic factor are successfully transported into the brain upon conjugation with the transferrin receptor antibody.

Many bio-adhesive surfactants can be used in the surface modification approach to enhance adhesion and adsorption by intestinal cells, while masking efflux mechanisms. Polysorbate 80 was one of the most studied surfactants used in the surface modification of NPs. Polysorbate 80 surface-modified doxorubicin-loaded and gemcitabine-loaded poly(butylcyanoacrylate) NPs show enhanced brain specificity and efficacy compared with unmodified NPs. Another surfactant reported to have the ability to enhance brain permeability is poloxamer 188 (F68) which has been found to increase the delivery of drug-loaded polybutylcyanoacrylate and PLGA NPs to the brain in rats. A further study conducted by Kulkarni et al demonstrated more effective delivery of F68-modified PLGA NPs than poloxamer 407 (F127) and polyisorbate 80-modified NPs into the brain.

The plausible mechanism behind enhanced brain permeation by these surfactants is that they inhibit the efflux action of P-glycoprotein and solubilize the cell membrane lipids of brain endothelial cells for entry. Also, polyisorbate 80 and F68 surface-modified NPs adsorb apolipoprotein E, apolipoprotein B, or both, mimic low-density lipoproteins, and enter the brain via receptor-mediated endocytosis. Thus, it can be understood that surface modification will essentially influence the pattern of NP uptake by cells.

Many transporters found in the BBB have been investigated for brain delivery, such as vascular endothelial growth factor, epidermal growth factor, insulin-like growth factor, insulin, albumin, transferrin, lactoferrin, and angiopep-2. For example, the conjugation of an NP with lactoferrin, resulting in greater BBB absorption of lactoferrin-conjugated NPs compared with unconjugated NPs, due to the presence of the lactoferrin receptor on the surface of the BBB. The tetanus toxin C fragment (TTC) is efficiently retrogradely transported in neurons and binds to neurons with high specificity and affinity. Townsend et al found that TTC-conjugated NPs have a strong affinity for neurons in the periphery, which could be used as an efficient drug delivery vehicle targeted to the CNS via retrograde transport. Shilo et al prepared insulin-targeted gold NPs and injected them into the tail vein of male BALB/c mice to investigate the receptor-mediated endocytosis process. From the results, the amount of insulin-targeted gold NPs found in mouse brains 2 hours after injection was over five times greater than that of the control (untargeted gold NPs).

NP transport across the BBB may be diminished due to intracellular accumulation at the endothelial cells as large aggregates. This issue can be addressed using the “shuttle-mediated” transport strategy. Guarnieri et al recently demonstrated that by conjugating NPs with a viral fusion peptide (gH625) derived from the glycoprotein GH of HSV, the aforementioned tendency of forming NP aggregates...
within the cells is decreased, and improved BBB transport is subsequently noticed. This is a noteworthy finding as most researchers tend to focus on increasing the NP binding on the endothelial cell surface, with less attention paid to what occurs after the binding. The NPs may simply get stuck on the cell surface or inside the cells, without actual improvement in the BBB passage for the desired brain targeting.

Solid lipid NPs (SLNs)
SLNs were developed at the beginning of the 1990s as alternative colloidal carriers to emulsions, liposomes, and polymeric NPs. An SLN is typically spherical with an average diameter of between 10 and 1,000 nm. SLNs possess a solid lipid core matrix that is stabilized by surfactants. SLNs have been used as brain targeted delivery systems for many therapeutics, such as doxorubicin, docetaxel, quercetin, atazanavir, and quinine. Nowadays, PEGylated SLNs have been widely investigated for brain drug delivery. SLNs and PEGylated SLNs are readily taken up by the brain tissues because of their lipidic nature. The biocompatible and biodegradable nature of SLNs makes them normally less toxic when compared with polymeric NPs. Supplemented with their small size, which prolongs the circulation time, feasibility for large scale production and absence of burst effect makes them promising candidates as CNS delivery carriers.

Dendrimers
Dendrimer, from the Greek word (dendron) for tree, refers to a synthetic, three-dimensional molecule with branching parts. Dendrimers are formed using a nanoscale, multistep fabrication process. Dendrimers are highly versatile nanocarriers that show good potential in brain delivery. The surfaces of dendrimers can be easily functionalized due to the availability of multiple reactive functional groups.

Huang et al observed a significant increase in the brain uptake of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) complexed with transferrin-conjugated polyamidoamine dendrimers. Transferrin was selected as the targeting moiety since brain capillaries are known to express a high level of transferrin receptors. In another study, mannosylated polyamidoamine dendrimers loading lamivudine were evaluated for their in vitro antiretroviral activity in HIV-infected MT2 cells. It was found that encapsulation of lamivudine within dendrimers enhanced the antiretroviral activity as a result of a 21-fold increase in drug uptake when compared with the drug in solution. Consequently, the viral p24 level was reduced 2.6-fold when compared with the free drug.

The key limitations of dendrimer-based drug delivery platforms are the variability of their drug-release mechanisms and the short-term of their release kinetics. Drugs encapsulated within dendrimers have a tendency to be released quickly, unloading their payload prematurely before the delivery platforms even reach the targets.

Other colloidal carriers
In addition to the colloidal carriers mentioned above, there are some colloidal carriers that can be applied as CNS delivery platforms, such as polyethyleneimine (PEI) derivatives and single-walled carbon nanotubes.

PEI is an organic polymeric molecule with a high cationic-charge-density potential based on the presence of multiple amino groups within its backbone. Carbon nanotubes are a new allotropic form of carbon which consists of seamless graphene sheets rolled concentrically to form capped cylinders mostly composed of carbon hexagons and highly strained regions at the tips, where carbon pentagons are the predominant shape. In some experiments in vitro, PEI derivatives and carbon nanotubes have shown high efficiency for gene transfer. Although their cellular uptake mechanism in the CNS is unclear, these novel colloidal carriers might potentially serve as alternative delivery systems for CNS diseases in future.

Invasive techniques
Generally, only a few peptides and nutrients can cross the BBB to achieve effective concentration within the brain tissue following intravenous or oral administration.

To deliver sufficient amounts of highly potent drugs (eg, anticancer drugs and neurotrophic factors) to the CNS by systemic routes, it is inevitable these drugs will distribute in other tissues to cause serious toxic side effects. Sometimes, it is necessary to disrupt the BBB or administer these drugs directly into the brain tissue.

Intracerebral implants
Intracerebral implantation of therapeutic agents containing biodegradable polymeric matrix or reservoir is a highly traumatic drug-delivery strategy, which has been utilized in a number of clinical trials. Table 2 shows the advantages and disadvantages of polymer-controlled implant for CNS delivery.

In 1996, the FDA approved a BCNU (bischloroethylnitrosourea) (carmustine)-contained polyanhydride polymer wafer for recurrent high-grade gliomas. With a combination of diffusion and hydrolytic polymer degradation, this matrix maintains a sustained drug release for about 2 months.
Intracerebral implantation has also been tried in some chemotherapeutics. However, the increased risk of trauma and poor drug penetration beyond the resection cavity limited the local delivery strategy.

Intraventricular/intrathecal/interstitial delivery
The most direct way of circumventing the BBB is to deliver drugs directly to the intraventricular, intracavitary, or interstitial system. With intermittent bolus injections, these local delivery strategies can theoretically yield high drug concentrations in the CNS with minimal systemic exposure and toxicity.

By administering anticancer drugs locally to an intracranial target, sustained intracranial drug concentrations can be achieved.

These delivery strategies are considered the most appealing means for the treatment of primary brain tumors, because they provide the most direct route to overcome the barriers to tumor drug delivery. Some drugs, such as nitrosourea and methotrexate, have been used in various clinical trials with promising results. However, this strategy has certain disadvantages, including CNS infection, catheter obstruction, and inadequate drug distribution.

Biological tissue delivery
Another strategy to achieve interstitial drug delivery involves releasing drugs from biological tissues. The simplest approach to this technique is to implant into the brain a tissue that naturally secretes a desired therapeutic agent. This approach has been most extensively applied to the treatment of Parkinson’s disease. However, transplanted tissue cannot survive due to a lack of neovascular innervation. The survival of foreign tissue grafts may be improved by advancements in techniques for culturing distinct cell types. Co-grafted cells engineered to release neurotropic factors, with cells engineered to release therapeutic proteins, may enhance the survival and development of foreign tissue. Recently, enhanced vascularization and microvascular permeability in cell-suspension embryonic neural grafts relative to solid grafts has been demonstrated.

BBB disruption (BBBD) strategies
As an effective invasive technique, BBBD strategies are elaborated as an independent part in parallel with the invasive technique section. Different techniques for BBBD have been investigated, and encouraging results have been achieved.

Convection-enhanced delivery (CED)
CED is a delivery technique to administer therapeutic agents directly into targeted brain parenchyma or tissue. As shown in Figure 6, CED involves one or more catheters stereotactically placed through cranial burr holes into the brain. Therapeutic agents are subsequently administered by microinfusion pump.

Compared with traditional delivery methods, CED has shown its unique characteristics for CNS delivery. Without molecular weight limitation, CED can provide effective drug concentration in the region of structure into which the catheter is placed (Table 3). Furthermore, CED within the defined infusion measurements does not produce cerebral edema or measurable increases in intracranial pressure.

Table 2 Advantages and disadvantages of polymeric-controlled implant for central nervous system delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustained drug release</td>
<td>Poor drug penetration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define release kinetics</td>
<td>Drug dosage limited by implant size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunable release properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low invasiveness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low peak drug release limits tissue damage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biocompatible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Localized delivery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 Illustration of convection-enhanced delivery. Using a microinfusion pump, molecules are infused through a cannula inserted into the target. Continuous positive pressure, driven by the micro-infusion pump, is maintained at the lip of the cannula. This pressure gradient provides the convective flow to push the molecules further away from the cannula lip.
Osmotic BBBD strategy

Transient osmotic disruption of the BBB, BCSFB, and blood–tumor barriers can be realized by intra-arterial infusion of a hyperosmotic agent. Hyperosmolar mannitol solution is the most frequently used agent for achieving BBBD, which can increase the BBB permeability by inducing the shrinkage of cerebrovascular endothelial cells, thus producing a disruption of inter-endothelial TJs for several hours. Besides mannitol, hyperosmolar solutions of arabinose, lactamide, saline, urea, and radiographic contrast agents can be used to transiently breach the BBB. Since its initial description by Rapoport in 1972, the strategy has been used in preclinical and even clinical studies. An unfavorable toxic/therapeutic ratio is often observed with hyperosmotic BBBD. So this technique needs to be carefully used to avoid unwanted neurotoxicity.

Biochemical BBBD strategy

Some vasoactive compounds, including leukotrienes, bradykinin, and histamine, appear to selectively increase the permeability in abnormal brain capillaries. Normal brain capillaries resist the effects of these compounds through an “enzymatic barrier” that may inactivate vasoactive agents. In contrast, this enzymatic barrier is lost in certain diseased states, allowing vasoactive compounds to selectively increase permeability in abnormal capillaries. Clinically, intracarotid infusion of leukotrienes, bradykinin, and other vasoactive agents can increase drug delivery to diseased tissue. Unlike osmotic disruption methods, biochemical BBBD is a less invasive and possibly a more reliable technique for BBBD because it mainly affects the diseased vasculature.

Ultrasound (US)-mediated BBBD strategy

US consists of pressure waves having frequencies of 20 kHz or greater. Like optical and audio waves, ultrasonic waves can be focused, reflected, and refracted through a medium. A major limitation in the utilization of US for BBBD has been the poor penetration of US through the skull, and for several decades it was believed that the skull bone had to be removed to perform US treatments in the brain. However, experimental and theoretical studies have shown that it is feasible to achieve focal, trans-skull focused US (FUS) exposure of brain tissue by using large surface area phased arrays. Recently developed image-guided (eg, magnetic resonance imaging [MRI]-guided) FUS clinical systems have made it possible to deliver therapeutics to the targeted regions in the brain through the intact skull, and both animal studies and clinical trials have shown encouraging results.

As shown in Figure 7, ultrasonic microbubbles combined with FUS can be used as drug carriers for targeted delivery. Preformed microbubbles with narrow size distribution have been used to achieve a repeatable cavitation environment with controlled source of cavitation nuclei.
Cavitation is defined as the oscillation of bubbles in an acoustic field. Cavitation can produce strong stresses on cells to achieve various “bioeffects.” For instance, it may increase drug interaction by upregulating pathways of various types of stress response, or result in physical shearing of the cell membrane to promote direct passage of therapeutics into the cytosol. With ultrasonic microbubbles in blood vessels, the acoustic energy required by the cavitation will be greatly reduced. This technique makes the procedure more practical for application through the intact skull, since the risks of overheating the skull would be significantly reduced. Furthermore, with the use of these agents, the interaction of the US with the endothelial cells can be limited, so the chance of damage to other brain structures can be minimized.

**Alternative routes for CNS drug delivery**

**Olfactory and trigeminal pathways to the CNS**

The intranasal route is an alternative route bypassing the cardiovascular system. As shown in Figure 8, the neural pathways connecting the nasal mucosa and the brain provide potential routes for noninvasive drug delivery to the CNS. The nose-to-brain pathway enables quick delivery of the therapeutic agents to the CNS within minutes. Drugs with lower molecular weight and higher lipophilicity generally favor rapid intranasal uptake into the CNS. The physicochemical properties of small molecules such as size and lipophilicity have been reported to affect the efficiency of CNS delivery following intranasal administration.

Lipid-based NPs have been studied for intranasal drug delivery. Eskandari et al developed nanostructured lipid carriers encapsulating valproic acid and compared the neuroprotective effects and drug accumulation in brain of this nanoformulation in a rat electroshock model, administered via different routes (intranasal versus intraperitoneal). They demonstrated that the nanoformulation provides significant protective effects against the electroshocks regardless of the route of administration. More interestingly, it was found that intranasal administration actually results in a much higher brain to plasma drug concentration ratio than the intraperitoneal administration. This finding offers concrete evidence showing the potential advantage of intranasal delivery over other systemic routes of administration.

There are a number of limitations for the use of intranasal delivery. For example, there are upper limits of the concentrations that can be achieved in different regions of the brain and spinal cord. The efficiency of drug delivery tends to diminish with increasing molecular weight of the drug. In addition, the mucosal irritation caused by nasal pathology should be avoided.

**Iontophoretic delivery**

Recently, there has been an increased interest in using the iontophoretic technique for CNS drug delivery. Iontophoresis is a method to deliver ionized molecules across the BBB by using an externally applied electric current.
Some noninvasive iontophoretic devices using the olfactory pathway have been designed for drug delivery to the CNS. Besides the noninvasive methods, invasive methods and devices have also been presented for enhanced delivery of macromolecule agents to the brain. With programmable transport, these devices for iontophoresis allow for enhanced drug delivery into the brain under controlled manipulation.

**Conclusion**

With the rapid development of modern society and the continued deterioration of the environment, brain diseases such as neurodegenerative disease (eg, Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease), stroke, neuroinflammation, and neuro-oncology have become distressful and even devastating issues for human beings.

Drug delivery across the physiological barriers of the brain is the bottleneck for the treatment of CNS disorders and brain tumors. The delivery of most drugs to the CNS is limited by the anatomical structure at the BBB and BCSFB. It is therefore critical to search for alternative CNS delivery routes to achieve effective drug concentrations in the brain. In fact, it has been recognized that there is already an ongoing shift from the traditional CNS therapy toward CNS targeting therapies.

In this article, some promising strategies for efficient CNS delivery were reviewed. Although most of these approaches still remain in the experimental stage, continuing effort in obtaining improved understanding of the mechanisms involved and developing new CNS delivery approaches will facilitate faster translation and widespread adoption of these techniques in clinical applications. While current studies have made remarkable progress, it is worth noting that clinical translation of BBB opening technique is still associated with several concerns.

The first concern is the reproducibility and feasibility of these BBB opening strategies. Although some encouraging results were obtained in animal experiments, the complexity of the agents or settings used in various strategies would limit their future applications. For example, surface modified nanoscale particles have their advantages in BBB opening strategies, but most of these nanoscale particles are self-made agents. Strictly speaking, the data from experiments using the same strategy are not comparable because the components in these agents are different. Even for those agents composed of the same components, the various characteristics resulting from their different preparations or surface modifications still affect the accuracy of the results.

Another concern is the safety of repeated BBB opening treatment over weeks and even longer for chemotherapy (such as Herceptin® [Genentech Inc., South San Francisco, CA, USA] or doxorubicin) recipients. Many medical imaging and intervention methods such as FUS, MRI, and nuclear magnetic resonance have been explored in facilitating brain drug delivery because these methods have irreplaceable advantageous characteristics in monitoring the drug distribution and concentration in the brain. More combinations of noninvasive real-time imaging tools with drug-loaded nanoscale particles may provide more extensive data to understand this aspect.

Finally, while exciting results have been obtained and manipulative procedures have been established in animals, it should be noted that these BBB opening strategies have only been proven to be feasible in rodent experiments. The physiological structure of the BBB is not the same in primates. Thus, the results obtained from rodents may not be applicable to humans, and investigations in primates with rigorous experimental designs and clinical trials are required before these techniques can be applied for the treatment of human brain diseases. After properly addressing these issues, nanocarriers combined with medical imaging and BBBD strategies may pave the way to successfully deal with a large range of CNS diseases.

To conclude, targeted CNS therapeutics is an ever expanding and challenging but promising field. Design and development of effective targeted CNS therapeutics require thorough understanding of the physiochemical properties of the drugs, biopharmaceutical and pharmacokinetic action of the carriers, as well as the biological parameters of the CNS. Further insights into the molecular mechanisms involved in BBB and BCSFB regulation will provide additional molecular cues for more selective and efficient targeting of the brain barriers in CNS diseases.
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